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This project is not focused on
developing a finished product.
Instead it sets out to investigate the
emotional, personal and physical
relations between body and
textiles.

Introduction

As a consequence, this project
will not focus on conventional
garment elements such as details,
print placements or other elements
that usually define a garment.
The approach taken here is to
explore, the relation between
body and garments, from a
garment construction perspective
as well as from social perspective.
Our fast evolving society has
changed our perception of
clothes resulting in static relations
between body and garments. The
need therefore exists of exploring
the relation to garments through
dressing.
In this thesis the term garments
refers to western archetypal garments.
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The design project presented here explores
the relation between body and a garment.
It is concerned simultaneously with the
fundamental notion of a garment and
the act of dressing. The project can be
contextualized as a constructive design
research since the aim does not involve
analysis of the material world nor rational
problem solving. Rather, the aim is to
create new imaginary realities, and
visualize them.

1.2. Abstract

As a startup method to construct a
theory, workshops were set up using life
size vertical action collages, in order to
integrate the act of dressing with the aim
to develop a new construction method.
Two actors, one of them myself, were
used to provide a greater diversity of
perspectives and interpretations. A method
of dressing which involved interlocking
the body - limbs and waist - with vertically
hanging textiles, was developed through
the search for the holes, that constitute the
infrastructure of a garment.
The results are both artefacts, that visualiz e
the new garment construction as well as a
new routine of dressing through the novel
method of garment construction. Dressing
a body in textiles through interlocking
which results in an intimate connection
between body and the garment as the body
reacts to the garment and vice versa. The
motivation for exploring the act of dressing
is an urge to reflect upon the fast evolving
society of today which tends to emphasize
a static relationship between body and a
garment.
Key Words: Fashion design, practice based
research, design methods, workshops,
dressing, garment construction and
interlocking.
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2.1 Introduction
What is a garment? When is something a garment?
When is the body dressed? What is the relation between the human body and garments today? To try to
answer these questions, a historical as well as a contemporary perspective on dressing and basic garment
constructions are introduced.

Intro

garment construction

dressing garment

historical
contemporary
perspctive

The origins of dressing and garment
construction
Humans began to dress when their body hair mostly
vanished (about 83.000 to 170.000 years ago). What
motivated them to start covering themselves was
mainly protection against the external elements i.e.
weather and the covering was made of animal skins
and later grass (Toups, 2011). Apparently the earliest known remains of a covered human body are
from 3350 to 3100 BC. It was covered with layers of
skin and grass garments sewn together with sinew.
Around 25.000 to 24.000 BC humans started twisting
fibres to create threads. This has been called the string
revolution. From these fibres they would later start
to weave fabrics. The oldest known woven garment
is dated about 1370 BC It is t - shaped upper body
garment that resembles what is recognised today as
the t - shirts. (Welters, Lillethun, 2011 p,8) Since then,
the development of garments has continued without interruption but proceeded along different paths
depending on cultures and climate. Garments are also
invested with diverse meanings throughout the world
correlating with difference in culture, tradition and religion. What counts as garments covers a broad range
from simple loincloth just to cover the genitals, and
wrapping of bigger pieces of cloth to covers most of
the body to complex constructions, requiring knowledge of tailoring. These are the garments constructions most familiar and widely used today.

deconstruction
garment versus building

Traditional garment construction
There are various techniques of constructing garments but the most widely known techniques are,
two- dimensional pattern cutting, draping and wrapping fabric cloth on a body. In western countries the
two-dimensional pattern cutting is the most common
technique for creating garments (see image 1) as well
20

as being easy to scale up and down in sizes for the
mass production of clothes. This technique is well
suited when the basic types of garments are pants,
skirts, dresses, shirts, jackets etc. Two-dimensional
pattern cutting does not demand the body being
present in the process. Block patterns are used as a
base. These follow the shape of the body (Lindqvist,
2013) going from the neckline armhole and other
openings, connecting them and adding in darts to
create dimensions needed by particular body parts.
Draping is a method involving the draping of fabric
cloth on its bias. This method is also used to make
the same type of garments as in the case of twodimensional pattern cutting. However, with draping
one works directly on a three-dimensional dummy
(see image 2) making it easier to visualize and create a three-dimensional form.

Image removed for copyright
reasons

Image 1, shows basic block pattern.

The method of wrapping involves wrapping a
rectangular fabric cloth around the body to create a garment (see image 3). This method is an
ancient way of dressing which is still used in the
Indian Sari, the Roman Toga and the Arabic Hajk
(Lindqvist, 2013). Wrapping does not require any
cutting and the same rectangular fabric cloth can be
wrapped in various ways creating “new garments”
over and over again but always requiring the presence of the body.

Image removed for copyright
reasons

An important difference between the wrapping
technique and the others (two-dimensional pattern
cutting and draping) is the role the act of dressing.
It involves an interaction between the body and
the textile cloth while the other techniques have
become a static to the body. The wrapping also has
a two-dimensional surface when not worn. It then
loses its connection to the body and can be viewed
as something other than a garment when not being
worn. What all these techniques have in common
is that the fabric or garment sits on the shoulders
or (in the case of pants and skirts) on the waist.
That is, they all involve the same essential points
of dressing a garment, i.e. from shoulder down or
from waist down.

Image 2, shows basic dummy for
draping.

Image removed for copyright
reasons

A contemporary constructiondeconstruction

Image 3, shows introduction of
dressing into toga, body being essential for the construction.

For the past 40 years fashion designers have increasingly been exploring the expression of dressing and developing and inventing new methods of
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garment construction. Before this there had been
a revolution in fashion in a different way, rapid
changes in style. For example, the length of skirt
was decreased and women started wearing suits
and pants that previously had only been considered
acceptable as menswear. But at the same time there
had not appeared any significant innovation in the
conventional ways of constructing garments. Twodimensional block pattern cutting and draping were
still the dominant techniques. A change was triggered when the Japanese designers Rei Kawakubo
and Yohji Yamamoto presented their collections in
Paris in 1982. These collections consisted of deconstructed garments characterized by a minimalist
approach (Fukai, 2013). At that time deconstruction — a philosophical term relating to people’s
perception of things within literature, art and
design — was not familiar within fashion. In the
context of fashion it can be taken to refer to the act
of undoing the construction of a garment. But ever
since many fashion designers have been developing
a deconstructive approach in order to explore and
challenge what fashion design can be, considering it
from the point of view of social issues, philosophy,
politics, gender, culture and anti-fashion (Loschek,
2009). The role of deconstruction in fashion is emphasized by Gill (1998):
Deconstruction in fashion is something like an auto-critique
of the fashion system: It displays an almost X-ray capability to
reveal the enabling conditions of fashion

With new methods of construction and deconstruction a new way of dressing has developed simultaneously because these methods result in designs
that can be very different from the archetypal garments and with this comes a new way of putting on
the clothes that the wearer has to learn specifically.
This can be compared to how one may require instruction in order to be able to use new technology.
In the case of archetypal garments the knowledge of
how to dress in them can be considered to be a tacit
knowledge. This means that people have learned
through practice, through trial and error, to put on
these garments and the act has become a sort of
unconscious habit (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998).
On the other hand it can be confusing to try to put
on non-archetypal garments.
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loschek (2009) has discussed this subject:
Interpretation and theoretical references convey
the value of what has been perceived and have
a reciprocal effect on perception, in the sense of
“You only see what you know”. The view beyond
the familiar aspect of things visualizes a different
level of values

This may possibly explain why there have not been
significant changes in garment construction nor in
people’s dressing habits even though designers are
often challenging the conventional way of dressing.
The suit jacket is immediately recognizable upon
inspection but when it is taken out of its context
it all of a sudden attracts attention. An example of
this was seen in Viktor & Rolf ’s summer collection of 2006 where in one of the outfits the conventional construction and function of the jacket
was changed but with only minor changes to the
actual jacket itself. The collar had become a shoulder detail and the neck came out of a side seam of
a shoulder instead of the conventional hole where
the collar is around the neck and the lapel is located
in the front. The perception of the jacket changes
greatly when viewed on the body but if one saw it
lying on a table it is likely that it would look like
a regular jacket but for the hole in the shoulder
seam. When one approaches the act of putting on
a jacket or a shirt one comes to the task with the
“tacit knowledge” that the collar should go around
the neck and that the lapels should hang vertically
down the upper body. But why should that be the
only way of wearing the garment. With the slight
changes made to Viktor & Rolf ’s jacket the wearer is
forced to put a bit more effort into the task of interpreting the garment, i.e. figuring out how to put on
the jacket.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Rei Kawakubo also brought attention to the act of
dressing when in 1982 she presented a sweater with
10 sleeves; a skirt with jacket sleeves hanging from
its front; trousers with sweater cuffs at the ankles
and oversized women’s coats with buttons lined
from left to right as with mens coat. (Fukai, 2010).
Her collection can be seen as questioning our normal perception of clothing which expects sweater
cuffs to have certain recognizable elements, sweaters to have only two sleeves and so on. “In clothing, a reference to man – anthropomorphism in
the sense of man having two arms and therefore a
pullover requiring two sleeves- continues to be valid knowledge” (Loschek, 2009). If a person decides

Image 4, Viktor & Rolf
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to wear a sweater as a skirt or trousers it is seen
as a fashion statement and if a child puts his/her
pants over his/her head he/she is asking for attention or playing. However, if an infant puts the pants
over the head it is because it has not yet acquired
the tacit knowledge of how to put on pants. At the
same time it is part of the trial and error process of
acquiring this tacit knowledge of dressing.

The relation between body and garment?
Any garment needs to be worn on a body for its
actual form to be perceived. In the end the body
makes the garment. One may understand that a
t-shirt is in fact a t-shirt even when it is not being worn but then its proportions and size are not
perceived in its proper context. A particularly clear
example of a garment needing body to be perceived,
can be seen in Issey Miyake’s 132 5 project where he
explores the different dimensions in textile material surface and creates garments through complex
mathematics. When the textile surface is not in the
context of a body there is no reference to a garment.
This is a complex example of how the perception of
a textile surface may vary (see image 5).
The project that I will present here focuses on the
very fundamental infrastructure that a textile material needs to possess to be perceived as a garment.
As in the case of Miyake’s 132 5 project I want to
emphasize that it is essential that a garment is worn
for it to be perceived in full.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 5, Issey Miyake, 132 5

This project therefore begins with an investigation
which is intended to help define the fundamental
structure and characteristics of a garment. In order
to be able to approach the fundamental structure of
a garment all unnecessary elements are removed,
such as pockets, darts, zippers, seams, any cut that
defines certain body parts and so on. Instead I will
concentrate on the basic forms.
The theoretical method used to define the fundamental notion of a garment may be compared to
Brutalism, an architectural movement founded in
the 1950’s, which focused on stripping buildings
of all unnecessary elements leaving them raw and
unpretentious but also completely exposed and
“honest”.
24

Garments versus buildings
The essential function of both garments and buildings
is to shelter the body and protect it from the outside.
An important aspect of garments is the relation between body, textile and space as well as the aspect
of identity. With buildings one has to consider the
relationship between body, the “concrete”, and space.
But in this case the space is public. But both have the
comparable characteristics of form, structure, patterns,
proportions, scale etc.
Garments are dynamic whereas buildings are static.
Garments are dynamic in the sense that they can be
worn in dynamic ways but buildings do not have a
comparable property. A t-shirt can be worn the usual
way but also inside-out or back-to-front
With both garments and buildings a certain infrastructure is needed for them to function. A concrete
building without any windows or doors (holes) does
not fulfill its function for people. They cannot enter
the building. The same can be said about a threedimensional textile structure without any holes, the
body cannot “enter” them. Holes are a vital part of the
infrastructure in both garments and buildings.

image 6, is it a house when there is no door nor
windows? as well as is it a garment when there
are no holes for it to funtion? Authors photo

In history the corset has been seen as an infrastructure,
but in the contemporary way of dressing there is no
such thing as adding to the actual body. Therefore today the body is the main and important infrastructure
that sculptures the otherwise two-dimensional garment. Rickard Martin and Harold Koda (1993) claim:
The corset epitomizes the flickering relationship between the visible and the invisible in infrastructure. It
is like an architectural element that appears under one
[sensibility] but disappears under another. Nonetheless
it is a building component, a way of constructing even
when it is unseen.
When compared to architecture the body can be seen
as the infrastructure of a garment just as in architecture there are some concrete pillars that are essential
if the building is not to collapse whereas other components like walls can be torn down or changed. The
same can be said for holes in garments for if they are
taken away the garment loses most of its function.
In Richard Martin’s book Infra-Apparel (1993) the
infrastructure of the dressed body is referred to the undergarment, e.g. the corset and lingerie, which are usually hidden as in the case of the infrastructure of buildings. However, in the project presented here the focus
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is on how the body functions as the infrastructure of
garments along with holes in the textile surface.

Hole

Fashion design:
essential
openings
pockets

Architecture
essential
door
windows

Interior design
essential
openings; drawer,
cabinet door
etc

Product design
not essential
details
surface
structure

Textile design
essential for textile material,
weave
knit
crochet
not essential for
nonwoven material
felt
leather
etc
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2.2 Design
program
The fundamental notion of a
garment and its relation to the body
What is a garment and how does it relate to a
body? The starting point of the design program was
to explore the fundamental notion of a garment
and how it is dressed. In order to understand what
infrastructure garment needs to possess for it to be
perceived as a garment. In order to analyze and
introduce new ways of dressing, it was essential
to have a body throughout the exploration. The
project can be contextualized as a constructive
design research since the aim is not to analyze
the material world nor is it about rational problem
solving. Rather, the aim is to create new imaginary
realities and to visualize them in order to find out
whether they could work (Koskinen, 2012).
To get a deeper understanding of the notion of a
garment and its characteristics, one archetypal
garment was chosen for an initial experiment. What Image 7, one of the first experiments, where the
act of dressing and fundamental notion of a garelements define this archetypal garment? What are ment were explored, authors photo.
its main features in terms of form, color, material
etc? Landahl (2013) explores and analyzes what
form means in relation to garment construction in
order to introduce new forms of knitting technique.
It was essential to explore the act of dressing
simultaneously because of the connection between
body and dress. How we can dress unconsciously
knowing which hole the head or hand goes through?
The t-shirt is a unisex garment which people in
general relate to and wear and therefore there is
no question about how to put it on. But when it
comes to non-archetypal garments that might not
have the openings in the right proportions to the
body, how is one to know which body part goes
through which hole? Because we usually strive for
something we recognize it can be challenging to
adjust to extensive changes. One may ask what
is the purpose of the designs underlying such
non-archetypal garments? They are clearly not as
wearable so it is likely that the motivation behind
them is of a conceptual nature. Hussein Chalayan
uses garments to reflect on social aspects in society.
His Afterwords collection of 2000/2001 is described
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by Loschek as “furniture metamorphosed into
clothing, in the sense of context crossovers.
Chalayan’s aesthetic vision was to completely
integrate clothing into space. Clothing and space
were to be merged into one, forming a single
unit” (2009) (see images 7–9). When clothing
is viewed outside the context of the body it is
perceived somewhat like normal furniture. The
textile covers on e.g. a chair have holes and are
constructed in such a way that they work both as
a garment as well as furniture cover Thornquist
disclose “‘[...] Even though dress is an ambiguous
concept the present science of dress is conducted
from predominately similar perspectives. In the
humanities dress is mainly understood as media
(fashion) ‘[...] (2012) The perception of the textile
in Chalayan’s work is binary it is both garment
and a furniture cover. The question is therefore
when is “dress” perceived as a (fashion) media
and when does the textile become a garment? Is
it the point when a body is dressed/covered in it?

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image removed for
copyright reasons

In previous projects within this design program
the focus point was on textile’s relation to body
movement and space from a performance
perspective, that is on how a textile object (not
specified as a garment at this point but kept open
for being a reactive scenario) can manipulate
body movement and how body movement can
manipulate the textile object and create spatial
patterns. That is, how patterns can be created in a
defined space through moving textile on a body.
The reason for using the term textile object was
that the object could not be defined as a garment
at this point because it did not necessarily have
holes or other openings. It can be compared to
Chalayan’s work, The Afterwords collection where
he explored the boundary between scenario and
garments and vice versa and it showed clearly
the boundaries between clothes and scenario or
furniture.

Example project 1
Dressing manipulation
Why do people wear clothes that are
uncomfortable? Once women’s bodies were
manipulated by the corset and crinoline that
caused them pain and harm. Today it is more a
matter of choice. Some choose to wear extremely
uncomfortable clothes; women often wear
high heels and men and women wear ties and
suit jackets etc. Textile materials are often not

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 8, 9 and 10 “Step by step, a living room with
four upholstered chair and a low, round table constructed from a series of wooden hoops inserted into each
other was transformed into clothing by five models.”
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pleasant to wear because they do not breathe,
are itchy etc.
The aim with the Twisted pyramids project
was to explore textiles that sculpture the body
and manipulate body movement by creating
mechanical structures. Oskar Schlemmer, a
sculptor and costume designer from the Bauhaus
school, explored body movement in space
through choreography and costumes in Das
triadische ballett. He transformed the body with
different “wearable” mechanical objects. he was
illustrating the ‘zeitgeist’ of the time of rapid
technological development. He was criticizing
the involvement of the human body in this
rapid development. This has been interpreted
as technical pessimism (Chung 2004). Oskar
Schlemmer made a simple choreography to
examine how the body responded to the costume
in his space of geometric scenario. He was one of
the first designers to use the body as his medium
for criticizing society. Thus, he said:
“Form is by nature aesthetic, related to the realm of beauty
and play: whereas the idea is rooted in the ethical realm.
From this realm modem art is expected to derive the new
symbols and the new perspective for our times.” (Chung,
Hye Jeung. 2004)

The aim of the project presented here was to
exemplify human relations to textiles in an
abstract way and to consider why we have
alienated nature to a great degree. Why should
we wear clothing that distorts natural body
movement.
The project focused on the textile aspect so the
result ended up consisting of textile examples
which had the property of being stiff and
manipulative. The knitted structure of the textile
was meant to be invisible so that it looked like
non-textile material. Image 11 and 12 illustrates
how the results were meant to be presented had
they been further developed. Image 13 shows
variations of the knitted structure.

Image 11 and 12 illustrations,
authors photos.
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Image 13 Different knitted structures, authors photos
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Example project 2
Going from 2d to 3d
The aim with the advancement
project was to explore twodimensional structure on a
body, using it to create threedimensional structure from a
two-dimensional surface, and
to explore the dynamic changes
in movement. As in the previous
example project the reaction
of the body to a textile surface
was explored and to compare
movement a manipulating stiff
textile tube was tried out. The
aim was also to explore and
categorize what could be seen as
body movement manipulation
and vice versa. The project
focused on a fundamental
exploration of what feels like
manipulation in movement,
for example geometric forms
like in the previous project and
Oskar Schlemmer’s costumes
and then organic forms like
Loie Fuller’s costume in her
Danse Serpetine. She created
this choreography at the end
of the 18th century where the
focus was on the costume and
not on the choreography. What
kind of structure is seen as
geometric and what is organic
structure? As in the previous
project the focus point was the
process of experimentations. It
was presented as two examples
of knitted structure. In the
first example a stiff tubular
diamond was structured and
sewn on to a tube and when
it was worn it manipulated all
body movements. It only had
two openings and so it could
only be worn in two ways but
it gave the same expression
and outcome in either way. In
the second example there was
a rectangular surface with half
cut holes in it so the arms, feet,
head and waist could move

Image 14. Two-dimensional textile surface, authors photo

Image 15 The two dimensional textile surface becomes
three-dimensional textile structure when worn. Authors
photo
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around and so it could be worn
in various ways.
When the experiments
that have been done so far are
analyzed a clear connection
can be seen. In both the interest
in making abstract garments
that might not be interpreted
as garments or could be worn
differently
depending
on
individuals. Taking stop-motion
pictures of the abstract garments
was found to be a useful method
to quickly get ideas for form and
detail for garments (see image
17). The result was the creation
of forms from the performance
perspective. To create form from
body movement interacting
with the textile surface. It was
the holes in these examples
that created the multiple ways
of wearing one textile cloth. An
interesting part of the outcome
was also the perceived difference
of the textile cloth when laid
out as a flat (two-dimensional)
and when placed on a body to
create a three-dimensional form
(see image 14 and 15).
The result of this project
was that in all experiments there
was always a hole in some form
whether it was a circle, square
or some other geometric form.
The difference between the first
project and the second one was
the different expression achieved
in each of the experiments. In
the first project the focus was
mainly on the textile quality
more than on the relation
between textile and the body
so the outcome became more
static. In the latter project there
was more interactivity with the
textile, giving more potential for
further development. There was
a shift of interest to the potential
between flat surface and the
body and to the large role played
by holes in the surface.

Image 16, Procsess images of the
exploration of twodimensional surface
changing into threedimensional structure.
Authors photos.

Image 17, form and detail sketches, authors photo.
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Image 18, Dressing two dimensional surface in various ways.
Authors photo.
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Image 19, Dressing the dimond tubular structure
and trying to move around. Authors photo.

Research project
Thornquist claims that “Uncontrolled
experiments can be understood as a form
of totally free artistic trialing; a wild play
with simple forms and ideas searching for
tone, persona, shape, size, silhouettes, line
movement direction, rhythm, repetition,
structures, textures, colors and concepts.
By exploring every idea to the full one
gains awareness and knowledge about the
variable and a possible whole that might
be composed by the variables as well as
perspective that one initially could not think
of because of too little knowledge.” (2012).
At this point the design program was set
aside and an uncontrolled experimentation
without a direct focused aim was tried in
order to test the limits of the program (see
image 20 - 21). This was done exploring
layers of fabric, the space between the layers
and the interaction of the body with them.
The emotion, physical touch and perception
of the fabric were also explored in various
ways as well as the textile, the materials and
body movement. Body parts were mimicked
in the textile and the movement explored.
The starting point of the exploration
was to work with layers of fabric with
different transparency and to locate them in
an undefined dark space with one projector
and to interact with the fabrics through body
movements and to explore the dynamic
changes in the shadows and the kinetic
patterns created by the shadows.
Juni’chiró Tanizaki wrote in his book
In praise of shadow:
“We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the

this creates dynamic patterns that are nicely
captured through a strong shadow effect that
blurs the boundaries between the two and makes
them into a whole. Together body and garment
create a close relation being fundamental to each
other’s existance.
This raises the question of what is fundamental
for a garment to exist in its form and to function
in relation to bodily action or movement?
Afterwards, when analyzing the uncontrolled
experimentation, the shadows were put aside and
a simple quick experiment was made concerning
the definition of a garment. In this exploration
of when material becomes a garment the initial
experiment of cutting the vertical hanging material
into a t-shirt began. By documenting each step it
was possible to see at what point it began to be
perceived as a t-shirt. This exploration continued
with experimental cuts and through this the shape
was transformed and little by little the references
of garment as a notion disappeared and the
objects just looked like pieces of material (see
image 52 and 56). After this I began to tape them
together in order to retrieve the previous form
but without remembering in what order they
had originally been cut (see image 53 - 55). The
motivation behind the work was to constantly
explore the notion of what a garment is, i.e. the
question of when material becomes a garment
etc. In this work the human body is central and
various methods of layering material were used.
I employed deconstruction to strip away all
unnecessary elements to get to the core.

patterns of shadows, the lights and the darkness that
one thing against another creates,” (1933).

Using shadow made it possible to see
beauty in an otherwise unattractive material
like waste etc. The shadows had ambiguous
outlines when in motion so it crated an
ambiguity between reality and shadows
and the textiles transmitted an illusive
understanding.
I was interested to see the effects that body
and textile could create, how they could
create something together. When a body is
wearing the “garment” and moves around
34

Process images: Showing the props in the workshop, textile surfaces that has been
manipulated by the lasercutter and shadows effects.

Image 20 and 21. Pictures from the workshop, creating live size interactive bricollages,
using an old overhead to create strong shadow effects. Authors photos.

Images 22 - 26. Lasercut surfaces of the textile structures, that were used as an addition to the
bricollages. Authors photos.
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Image 27 - 31. The
lasercut textile surfaces were explored
through shadows.
Authors photos.
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Image 32 - 34.
Bricollages. Authors photos.
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Image 35 - 41. Photographs of experimentations, exploring dynamic lasercut surfacees and bricollage, through shadows,
space and bodymovements. Authors photos.
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Image 42 - 45. Photographs
of experimentations, exploring the notion of a garment
through shadow bricollage,
space and bodymovements.
Authors photos.
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Image 46, shows the layers in the cross section. Authors
photos.

Image 47. Authors photo.

Image 48 and 49, with and without interaction of a body. Authors photo.
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Image 50 - 51 series of layers of cut out dress, still
using the shadow effect to create ambiguity space
inbetween. Authors photos.
41

Image 52, series of
the cut process.
Authors photo.
42

Image 53 - 55, showing deconstruction
and reconstruction.
Authors photo.
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3
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Image 56,
Series of
experimentation. Authors
photos.

8

9
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2.3 Discussion
of motives and
ideas
The previous project focused on dressing the
human body in a non-conventional way and with
a different aim. It was decided to manipulate
and transform two-dimensional surfaces to threedimensional structures. The projects were all
exploring the relation between body and textile
object, without paying attention to the motive.
This resulted in examples that did not convey
alternative perspectives or understandings on
the program at that time. Due to this, several
experiments were carried through in order to
realise the actual motive. In relation to this,
Koskinen (2010) describes the value of doing
without thinking. He states that it is easier to find
the problem when face it by doing it through
constructive research.
Despite the fact that the approach did not generate
finished results, the experimentation helped in
the overall analysing process as each example
reinforced the interest and relation between body
and garment - where each project became more
directed towards the aim.
The aim here is to explore the relation and dialogue
between body and garment. This investigation
is important as garments are no longer made in
respect to the physicality and individuality of
a body. The increase in mass produced block
patterns denies the personal and individualistic
interaction between a cloth and its bearer.
Therefore, the mass-produced garments of today
have brought about a different and less intimate
relationship to the bearer.
The exploration of the relation between body
and garment is done through the act of dressing
with an aim of developing and suggesting a new
way of constructing a garment by means of the
body’s constant involvement in order to create a
dynamic relation between a body and a garment.
For this to succeed the following questions had to
be addressed: What is a garment and when does

a textile material become a garment? To answer
that, the infrastructure of a garment needs to be
explored. What does a garment need to consist
of to be defined as a garment? When looking for
the infrastructure of a garment it can be helpful to
take a look at other fields of design and to analyze
their infrastructure and fundamental forms, as a
tool to get the exploration going. Fashion design
has several things in common with architecture
both from a functional and a social perspective.
Among the different movements in architecture
it seemed that Brutalism was well suited as a
model to follow. It contains the manifesto that this
research was aiming for.
Brutalism means “raw concrete” in particular
it involves stripping away all “unnecessary”
elements leaving only what is essential for a
building. This is done with the aim of regaining
its original spirit and ethics as much as being a
manifestation of an aesthetic proposition. Using
Brutalism as a model the aim here is to discover
the infrastructure of garments and to bring back
to the relationship between body and garments
the original spirit of being a medium for people to
express their identity (Smithson, 2011). This could
increase the value of garments for people.
Deconstruction is a term that can be connected
to Brutalism since it always represents a critical
analysis of the origins, foundations and limits
of our conceptual, theoretical and normative
apparatus. These two terms are helpful tools in the
quest to uncover the infrastructure of garments

The quest to garments
elements - Deconstruction

core

Fukai(2009) states:
The displacement of convention is the secret
of evert great designer. Fashion at its best
deconstructs the systems that it has itself
created. It pursues, to borrow from Friedrich
Nietzsche, the re-evaluation of all values.
Fashion is not a game without limits but a game
with its own self - imposed limits; disruption
dependent on a set of rules.

By introducing a new method of garment
construction and a new way of wearing garments
it can be argued that one is deconstructing the
conventional system in order to reevaluate it.
Exploring the core definition of garments can be
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a method of reevaluating the value clothes should
have. Here the importance of deconstructing the
conventional construction system is explained.
In addition propose is constructed as an example
of how clothes may regain some lost value by
bringing the body back into the construction of
a garment. Deconstruction is about a tension
between memory, fidelity and the preservation
(Derrida 2004) of something that is already
recognized and known to us but it is for us to realize
how recognizable it is and this can be achieved
through deconstruction. It is about suggesting an
alternative method to the existing one but at the
same time to avoid the misunderstanding that this
is a replacement of existing methods. Rather this
project should be viewed as attempt to achieve
an emotional reaction and to regain values of
garments that have been lost.
Loschek (2009) emphasises
In order to avoid creating “cognitive blind
spots” and arrive instead at the similar realities
so important for communication, there is a need
to develop awareness. This awareness points to
things such as to a necktie but it also serves to
question matters of course like the necktie.

Deconstruction is a complex term in fashion. It
can be interpreted as for example “unfinished”,
“coming apart”, “recycled”, “transparent” or
“grunge”, “anti-fashion” and “destruction” (Gill
1998). In a way deconstruction emphasizes
conventional methods for when something that
already exists and is conventional is changed
people come to realize elements that they did
not pay attention to before, e.g. seams that create
form, sleeves, collars etc. Deconstruction is about
being true to the memory of the past when one
starts something new. Follow the rule and invent
new rules, a new norm and a new criterion
(Derrida, 2004).
Deconstructive clothes makes forms
become more important than colors.
With deconstructivism the creating
of clothes is understood as a process
of searching for meaning. Traditional
orders and conventions of any kind are
blown up. Aesthetic habits with respect
to bodily proportions and normal
criteria of beauty are questioned. In
fashion the Japanese designers Rei
Kawakubo and Yohij Yamamoto paved
the way for deconstructivisim. Among
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Western designers Maison Margiela is
seen as a forerunner of the movement.
The project presented here draws
inspiration from Margiela’s spring/
summer collection of 1997: Dress form
(see image 57), where he presented
dresses and shirts that were a mockup
of the type of mannequin that is used
to drape forms on. In that way he was
creating live mannequins, sculpturing
the body. What he was doing can be
interpreted as going beyond the core
notion of a garment.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Garment characteristicsholes being infrastructure
Image 57, Maison Margiela Spring
1997 Dress Forms.

Among the things that define a garment are its
form, holes, details etc.
Form is defined as the three-dimensional creation
when the garment is worn or when two surfaces
are sewn together. The form can be seen as
changing between being two-dimensional when
the garment is not worn and three-dimensional
when it is worn by a body as is common in
Japanese culture of dressing, e.g. the kimono,
where the relation between flat fabric and the
three-dimensional human body is important.
In European culture the three-dimensionality is
given through pattern cutting in darts and round
shape. Rei Kawakubo created a series of garments
which, when viewed lying flat, were not perceived
as garments but looked like flat fabric collages
(see image 58 and 59).

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 58, Rei Kawakubo, the flat garments can
be seen in the frame hanging in the back.

Details are what can be viewed as the
characteristics of a garment, e.g. a collar, lapels,
buttons etc.
Holes constitute the infrastructure of a garment for
they are what holds it on a body. The importance of
holes is a focusing point of the research presented
here. Holes are among the most significant
elements of a garment. The purpose here is to try
to reach the core of the function of holes and to
develop further the idea of holes being the sole
required element for a surface to function as a
garment.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 59, Rei Kawakubo, the flat garments can
be seen on the floor in front of each model.
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One hole - two holes...
One hole in a fabric is sufficient to
dress a body and even to cover it if
the fabric itself is big enough. One
hole would presumably go through
the head but leave the hands and legs
loose inside to gain the most possible
protection from external elements.
This is being highlighted because of
historical references, e.g. the poncho
(see image 60). If a second hole is
added it could be for one of the arms.
If we look again at history then the
earliest garments had holes for the
head and arms, usually for both arms to
enable the limbs to serve their natural
function (see image 61). As garments
developed the hole was drawn down
to the waist, thus creating a skirt but
leaving half the body unprotected.
This lead to the addition of a second
surface to cover the upper body. In this
way one flat surface is transformed into
a structured functional garment and
in the earliest garments their holding
point was the shoulders.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 60, Traditional mexican poncho, with one constructed hole. It appears as flat textile surface when not
worn on a body.

Dressing
When considered from an historical perspective
dressing (wrapping, draping etc.) always
involves hanging from the shoulders down. Thus
shoulders are a very significant part of the body
from the perspective of dressing. With wrapping
and draping a rectangular piece of cloth is
put around the shoulder and then wrapped
or draped down. Later when the first sewn
rectangular pieces, i.e. kimono and poncho,
were developed from the wrapped and draped
technique they also had the significant part
hanging form the shoulders. But they also had a
side seam and smaller rectangular pieces sewn
on for the arms (Lindqvist 2013). Throughout
the historical development of garments the
shoulders have functioned as pillars that hold
the garment on the body. In the same way as
holes are essential to the function of a garment
it can be said that the shoulders are essential for
the body to “function” as a pillar.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

Image 61, Traditional japanese kimono, with 3 con-

structed holes. It appears as flat textile surface when not
worn on a body.
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Viktor & Rolf have challenged the very basic way
of wearing shirts and dresses, garments that usually
hang from the shoulders. They use heavy steel rigs
with lights and speakers that hold the garment up
without touching the shoulders (image 60).
Hussein Chalayan has also challenged the
conventional way of dressing and constructing
a garment by not having them hang from the
shoulders. As shown in image 61 he created a dress
draping down from a hat. Image 62 shows a model
or a dancer dressed in a bathing suit which is held
up by two balloons and does not touch the model’s
shoulders.
Contemporary designers regularly present new
methods in constructing garments but they are
rarely adopted by other designers to become
widely used. Fashion designers are under pressure
of constantly presenting new expressions and new
style in design every season and a collection based
on specific trend casting. They usually focus on
textile perspective, pattern cutting etc.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

image 60, Viktor & Rolf.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

image 61, Hussein Chalayan.

Image removed for
copyright reasons

image 62, Hussein Chalayan.
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2.4. Aim
To explore the notion of a
garment and its relation to a body
through life size action collages
and material interlocking.
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3.1 Design
methods

and Design of
experiments
Curiosity played a key role in the development
of the design program presented here. That is,
curiosity about the relation between the human
body and clothing. Clothes (textile materials)
are a crucial element of our everyday life and
as mentioned earlier every human being is in
one way or another dressed. Whether it involves
clothing, accessories, piercing or tattoos.
Admittedly, the focus has not been on the basic
characteristics and infrastructure of garments
before nor have I considered its relation to the
body in any deeper sense. I have also not given
much consideration to the tacit knowledge of
dressing. It seemed to be essential to begin by
exploring what is required for a material to be
defined as a garment and where the body comes
into the picture. One way to approach the subject
was to set up a workshop to come up with ideas
and to develop them through practice based
research, learning through doing.
Workshop as theoretical method
To get an understanding of the notion of a
garment and its relationship to the human body
an investigation was set up involving a sequence
of workshops with myself and an external actor.
The aim of the workshops was to discover the
infrastructure of garments as well as to investigate
the properties necessary for something to be
perceived as a garment and whether this required
the presence of a body. To begin with a basic
white t-shirt was explored. It was essential to
choose an existing garment in order to analyze
its infrastructure for a new approach to garment
construction. It is vital to go to the core of the
subject to understand and bring new suggestions
into the field (Koskinen, 2011).
The knitwear designer Sharon Evans-Mikellis

points out that “Using existing garments as
a foundation from which new pieces can
be developed is an approach that has been
successfully used by many innovative designers”
(Evans-Mikellis, 2011). It is common for designers
to use existing design as a tool to create new ideas.
Eckert and Stacey have “defined the context in
which new designs are created. By looking at
garments and other sources of inspiration (Eckert
& Stacey, 2000).
The program developed through the experiments
here focused on the perception of garments.
Perception is a foundational element in
human experience (Ponty, 1996). I
began
by experimenting with live size collages as a
sketching method. The word sketching is often
confused with the act of drawing but as Thornquist
(2008) explains, sketching is “a tool for recording
or a first materialization”. It was crucial to work
with live size scales because of the importance
of using body movement to interact with the
collages and to move uncontrolled in the collages
to create an effortless dynamic flow and intuitive
rhythm. Each exploration started with a single aim
or idea and then continued through improvisation
and documentation from various angles. The
analytical part of the development was crucial
for questioning and checking whether it was
developing towards the actual aim of the project.
This way of working has been defined within the
design theory as Practice-based research. This
involves frequently analyzing the process in a
theoretical way in order to increase the likelihood
that the project approach the aim of the research
(Koskinen 2011). The initial exploration of the
project led to an open and experimental process
where material, body movement, filming, lights
and shadow etc. were used as tools for the
experimentation. Johan Redström (2011) explains
the importance of this type of process: “a design
program needs to be suggestive and open for
the unexpected. …, the design program needs
to open up a space where innovation and future
development is possible, thus typically requiring
us to perform a series of experiments to illustrate
the diversity it affords.“
The experiments made in the beginning of
the project required there to be actual body
movements. I decided to try both using myself as
an actor as well having an external actor. This was
done to get greater diversity into the experiment.
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The outcome differed depending on who served
as an actor. This was due to the fact that I directed
the external actor as well as myself. Being inside
the experiment was very different from directing
it from outside. In this way different perspectives
were achieved but a decition was made to focus
on my own interpretation of the experiment after
the analysis.
In a paper named Between Contemporary Art and
Cultural Analysis, Billy Ehn explains four types
of design methods of what experimentation, the
first of which is relevant to my findings: “The first
relates to artists’ tendency to live experimentally,
using themselves both as actors and as research
objects (…)” (2012). However, the downside
to being one’s own actor is not being able to
view the experiment from the point of view of
the director. Thus, there are both pros and cons
to being your own actor. When I was working
with another actor I could control the camera
and capture moments and details from different
angles. This was not the case when I myself
served as an actor. Then the viewpoint was
necessarily static. Yet knowing my aim I felt I got
more flow and more new ideas when I was part
of the exploration.

context of developing a design practice. It is not
a result in the sense of an answer to a scientific
question but a suggestion about how to change
practice. Such a suggestion is of course neither
true nor false (Koskinen, 2011). This project is
suggesting a particular way of binding materials
together by using interlocking instead of sewing.
Hence it is a suggestion of how one may change
practice and vision rather than an answer to a
scientific question.

Theoretical method: Workshop
archetype garment: t shirt, little black dress
exploring its characteristics and infrastructure and both static and interaction of a
body in context of a material.

Using live size collage as a method meant
that the sketches turned into films and
series of photographs. With every moment
captured through screen shots from film
interesting results were obtained that later
led to the actual design method. Thornquist
describes photography as a research method
in the process of creating clothes, noting
that „Photographic sketching can become a
rapid flow of action that maintain the virtual
and possible of a vision alive, recognizing an
amnesia_abstract way of thinking” (2008). The
idea of interlocking as a method of dressing
came from the analytic part of the film
sequences.

Practical method: vertical live size collage:
interact with body to explore it’s relation
and how it wants to dress into material.
Holes being both cut after body proportion
and randomly. Layers of materials systematic added.
Construction method:
interlocking as a garment construction.
As a result from vertical live size collage
came the method of using the body as the
infrastructure of the garment. That the garments needs to be in dressed on a body to
be perceived as a garment.

Interlocking is a new method of constructing
a garment using the body. It provides an
alternative to sewing as the basic technique
to bind different components of a garment
together and is also an alternative to
conventional ways of pattern construction.
The suggestion for a new design method of
some sort answers the question asked in the
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3.2 Workbook &
Design Rationale
Workshops: the use of live size
interactive collages was continued from
previous projects as an initial method for
the degree project. Explorations 1 to 8
to follow can be viewed as sequences of
development discussing the fundamental
notion of a garment to gain a deeper
understanding of its characteristics,
infrastructure and its relation to the
body. The purpose was to search for
what would be presented as the actual
outcome of the project. Would it be a
scenario, a performance or a catwalk
show? I wanted to explore the human
role in relation to dressing and the
perception of garments.
In the 9th experiment the method
switched from workshops to direct
dressing. For dressing the body in textile
material I used interlocking textile surface
as a garment construction method. At
this point the scenario concept was
left behind and focus was put on the
relationship between body and textiles.
The aim was to find a method that
would both question the conventional
notion of a garment while focusing
on an alternative way of constructing
a garment in the presence of a body
without having to add any external
techniques such as sewing, pattern
cutting etc. Therefore the focus was
not on external functional elements like
pockets, zippers, buttons etc. The aim in
the beginning of the degree project was
to explore the question of when textile
surface is perceived as a garment and
the importance of a physical relation to
the surface. The direction of the project
then changed and came to involve
interlocking using both textile surface
and a body for constructin a garment. In
this way the body became an essential
part of the process.
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Image 63
image 63 - 69, 1st experimentation. At what state garment is perceived? Is it essential to have body in context for it to be perceived as
a garment? Authors photos.
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Image 64
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Image 65
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Image 66
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Image 67
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Image 68, 1st experimentation. Authors photo.
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Image 69
image 69 - 76 1st experimentation, second part. At
Iwhat state garment is perceived? Is it essential to
have abody in context for it to be perceived as a
garment? Authors photos.
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Image 70

61

Image 71

62

Image 72

63

Image 73

64

Image 74

65

Image 75

66

Image 76

67

68

69

1st experiment
Form-cut
amount of layers: 1 to 3
material: woven
color: black/white
cut: outlines
actor: Christina & myself
An experiment where outlines of
archetypal garments were cut in a
systematic way using proportions
fitting Christina. In fact it involved
two very similar experiments
starting from the opposite ends.
The aim was to explore some
key elements of garments and
to consider at what point in
the experiment a garment was
perceived from the material as
well as to assess the importance
that Christina be present for the
perception of a garment. It was
also explored how she interacted
with the cut material in each step,
how she dresses the surface. For
the exploration a white t-shirt was
chosen. A white fabric was attached
to a rack. Stepwise systematic
cuts were made to document and
explore what part of the t-shirt is
sufficient for it to be defined as
a t-shirt. To begin with a straight
cut line was made, which was to
be the side of a t-shirt (image 64).
I continued to make cuts until
the whole outline of a t-shirt was
visualized, however keeping three
small dashes, one on each shoulder
and one at the bottom center for
the outline to be attached to the
main fabric. This was done so
that Christina could dress into the
vertical fabric surface. The point
where I began to perceive the fabric
as a garment was at stage 4 where a
sleeve has been formed and a hole
can be seen clearly. Is it a t-shirt
at this point or is it just a sketch
of a t-shirt? Also, at the final stage
where a clear outline of a t-shirt
has been made, is it then a t-shirt
or again just a live size sketch? Is

Image 77 and
78, 1st experiment. drawing
sketch of white t
shirt experiment
and, drawing
sketch of the
black dress.

image 79 and 80, with and without body, authors
photos. s

Image 81 and 82, same material just reversed.
How body movement and color and shinyness can affect the
perception of the same garment as the white one more looks
like casual t shirt while the black example gives the perception
of “the little black dress” being more of a formal wear. This can
be left for more textile perspective exploration within fundamental notion of a garment. Authors photos.

Further
developed
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the perception affected by Christina
putting on the “sketch”, locating
her limbs where they “should”
be. It seems to me that because
the body cannot wear the t-shirt it
stands on its own without the rack
and is not yet a garment but still a
two-dimensional surface.
The same experiment was
conducted using black fabric but
this time I started cutting on the
neckline (see image 70). As in the
previous experiment I started to
perceive a garment after I had cut
the outlines of a sleeve and there
was no need for Christina to be
present. What captured my interest
in this latter experiment, where I
used fabric that is black on the one
side and white on the other side,
was the ambiguity created by the
interaction of the white wall in the
background and the white side of
the fabric. In the photographs the
boundaries between the fabric and
the white wall were not visible and
this created outlines and positive
and negative space. The negative
space in this experiment was
more obvious than in the previous
experiment.
Conclusions after the analytical
procedure
A decision was made to use
another even more fundamental
part of a garment, i.e. its holes. It
was concluded that holes are an
essential component of garments to
be dressed.

Image 83, 1st experiment, exploring positive and negative space. Authors photo.
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Image 84 and 85, 1st example. layering the vertical surface to experiment with the body between layers. Authors photos.
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2nd experiment
logical/illogical
Layer: one
material: translucent jersey
color: white and black
cut: holes
actor: myself
As have been discussed, holes are essential
to the definition of garments; holes make up
the infrastructure that turns two-dimensional
surfaces into a three-dimensional object
when the surfaces are sewn together or put
on a body (see the advancement project, see
chapter 2.2). Therefore it was considered
important to explore holes further. The
aim of the 2nd experiment was to explore
the foundational function of holes in a
garment and as well as their function when
a garment is worn. To begin with holes
were cut[ in the surface in a systematic way
in the places where there are openings in
a t-shirt, altogether four holes. As before,
the importance that holes be worn for the
material surface to be perceived as a t-shirt
was explored simultaneously (see image 86).

to focus on body movement. In this
experiment I tried to be open to
unexpected outcomes.
Conclusion after analyzing: A logical way
to start the experiment would have been
to start to cut the hole for the waist as
that is always the hole to start from when
dressing.
Again, as in the 1st experiment the
positive and negative spaces were
captured clearly as can be seen in the
red frame on image 88. By looking at
the garment from different angles, e.g.
locating its side on the front, what
looked like a t-shirt gave a completely
different expression.

Using the same color for the body
suit as for the vertical collages
(see image 89) did not give as
clear visual outcomes as when
contrasting colors were used to
make the holes more visible.

Controlled experiment. Holes
were cut in a systematic way in
the places where the body parts
usually go through when a shirt is
put on, starting with the waist, then
a single arm, then both arms and
finally the head. The aim was to
explore the function of holes in the
garment and how vital holes are in
the perception of a garment. At the
same time the effects of moving the
body in uncontrolled movements
were explored (see image 87 and
88) as well as not having the body
in context. I wanted to see how
this affected the perception of the
rectangular fabric.

experiment further developed

The focus in this experiment was on a bit
more spontaneous movements, on turning
the body and dressing it from different sides.
I also started
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image 86, 2nd experiment
author’s photos.
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Image 87, adding first holes
for each leg. Then adding a
second hole for the waist and
both arms to give the possibility to “weave” the body
in the material. At this point I
am getting a step closser to be
wearing the surface. Authors
photo.
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Image 88 2nd experiment. In these series I
have started to interact more with the surface.
Red frame showing the interesting aspect of
negative and positive space. Authors photos.
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Image 89, 2nd experiment. Black on black.
Authors photos.
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3rd experimentation
Weave
Layer: one
material: translucent jersey
color: white
cut: holes
actor: myself

This experiment is a further development of the
2nd one. Here holes are added for every opening
for the body to start “weaving” for more intuitive
movement. This could be called an uncontrolled
experiment within a controlled experiment. There
is more body movement and the vertical surfaces
were rotated to get more angles.
Conclusion after the analysis: More unexpected
outcomes were captured and there were the
beginnings of a more interesting interaction. Here
I was thinking not just about how a t-shirt should
be dressed but in what different ways a t-shirt can
be dressed, i.e. from the right side, the wrong
side, from the front or back or by putting the head
through the hole that was made in proportion to a
hand etc.
Discussion. In the previous experiment I already
started to see how the textile surface is visualized
but it comes out much clearer in this one. The
space that the body takes up is also visualized
more clearly as well as the three-dimensionality
that the surface acquires through interaction with
a body. We see an increase in depth when the
body is involved. When the body stands “parallel”
to the material surface the surface appears twodimensional but with increasing interaction and
rotation of the body the surface gains threedimensionality.
In this experiment a hint of interlocking is starting
to be perceived as can be seen on the bottom
right image on page 83.
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Image 90, Rotating the vertical hanign surface to explore changes in the perseption of a garment. Authors
photo.
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Image 91 series of improvisation movements, more movement and interaction of
the arms starting to weave through holes giving a perception of interlocking. The
surface is challanged with increasing the tension on the surface i.e. putting the
hole for the waist around the head etc. Authors photos.
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4th experiment
Untitled
Layers: one
material: translucent jersey
color: white
cut: holes
actor: Christina and myself

At this point I decided to address
tension created in the textile surface
when it is dressed. I began by
systematically dressing the arms into
the holes that had been cut to their
proportions and continued from there
(see image 92, 1–5, starting from the
top left).
The findings here mostly have to do
with the non-importance of sewing
edges together for a garment to be
perceived. A decision was made to
continue exploring how a garment
could be constructed without using
seams or any conventional pattern
cutting.
Conclusion: The experiment resulted
in completely different expression in
theexamples from those of the 2nd
experiment even though the same
textile surfaces with the same holes
were explored. The tension resulted
in more emphasis on the holes. Here
the drape and the fall removed the
focus from the hole.
Discussion: This experiment can be
viewed as a method for designing
form and detail that can later be
transformed into garments.

Experiment not
taken further at
this state
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Image 92, series of
dressing in various
way in the same
textile surface.
Authors photos.
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Image 93, More
improvisation with
the textile surface.
Dressing in different
ways. Authors photos.
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Image 94, Image changed
in Photoshop to exaggerate
the role of the hole. Authors
photos.
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5th experiment

Uncontrolled experimentation
Layers: four
material: translucent jersey
color: white
cut: holes
actor: Myself

In this experiment the focus was on
the hands and on what expressions
could only be created by hands. The
purpose was to emphasize the dynamic
expression the hands were making
in the previous experiment and to
challenge the function of the hole.
Four layers of vertical hanging fabric
were used to create a perimeter
focusing on all the human angles. This
experiment is a continuation of the 3rd
experiment by adding three layers of
fabric as well as loosening the tension
of the vertical textile surfaces. This
was done to enable greater movement
between layers.
The holes were cut in an unsystematic
way and the number of holes was
increased throughout the experiment.
The movements were improvised and
the hands moved around in the holes
as if they were weaving thus creating
tension in the textile surface.

image 95, series of 6th experimentation.
Authors photo.

Arms starting to interlock the layers of fabric, will be developed.

88

Image 96 - 98, Scaled up photos
from the previous photo series
on image 61. To give a closer
view and the first stage of interlocking. Authors photos.
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6th experiment
Untitled
Layers: four
material: translucent jersey
color: white
cut: holes
actor: Christina

This experiment is a continuation from
the 5th experiment with the difference
that the textile surface was taken down
from the rack (see image 99). First
Christina dressed in the vertical hanging
surface and then step by step the
surface was taken down until there was
no tension anymore (documentation
missing).
It was a short experiment and did not
give any results that could be taken
further at this time in the process. Too
much fabric made the holes disappear.

image 99. 6th experimentation,
authors photos.

Experiment not taken
further at this state
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7th experiment
Untitled

further the method of interlocking as a way of constructing garments.

Layers: four
material: translucent jersey
color: white
cut: holes
actor: Myself

Clearer interlocking
starting to be perceived.
Experimentation further
developed

This experiment takes a different direction compared to the 5th experiment. Again the textile surface was attached to racks and the four layers were
placed in a single row. I placed myself in between
them and began to move around and dress myself
through the holes (see image 100 - 104. This experiment involved improvisation between layers and
holes through free movement.
Images 100 - 102 are seen from the front and images 103–104 are seen from the side.
Image 100 and 101 show two separate series of
dressing but provide similar expression.
In the front the holes provide structure as well as
creating a pattern and giving a more concrete reference to the garment. Legs protruding from it give
a strong reference to something recognizable like
shorts or underwear and hands coming out give
reference to sleeves.
In this experiment I relate back to the 2nd and 3rd
experiments where holes were experimented with
in a systematic way. This experiment can be viewed
as combining elements from both of them. In the
2nd experiment there is a reference to archetypal
garments like t-shirts and shorts. The 3rd experiment was more abstract and the reference to archetypal garments faded out. In the present experiment
the reference to a garment reappears but at the
same time the illogical holes start to create different
levels of translucent surfaces when overlapping on
each other creating kinetic patterns.
I found the outcomes of this experiment interesting
as there was a sort of mystic poetic feeling to the
pictures that intrigued me. But as to the aim, it had
not yet been completely formulated. After analyzing this experiment a decision was made to pursue
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Image 100, series of myself dressing in the layers of textile surface starting from upside where I
am beginning to dress into the layers, Authors photos.
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Image 101, Again starting to dress into the layers. The image in bottom
right corner I start to
perceive the interlocking
again more clearly this
time Author photos.
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Image 102, Scale up photos from previous series, showing the perception of the depth between layers
resulting in kinetic patterns when body is in movement. Authors photos.
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Image 103, cross section of the experiment, authors photos.
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Image 104, scaled up image from the cross section. Authors photo.
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8th experiment
Untitled

This experiment was a
continuation from the 7th
experiment. Here I am starting
to move more freely in the
fabric. The idea is to turn
around as much as the textile
surface can cope with before
loosening its grip of the rack
(see image series 105).
Thereafter I begin stepwise to
release the textile surface from
the rack. As in experiment 6,
when it is released from the
rack the expression conveyed
by the holes decreases and the
reference to a recognizable
garment is lost. At this point
in the process what was
perceived were layers of
surface hanging down from
the shoulders (see image 106).

Image 105,
photo series.
The red frame
in the top right
corner shows
a reference to
a fabric interlocking. Authors photos.

Outlines of a pocket/pockets
(a pocket is a hole that is
closed at one end; here it
is open at both ends so it
is without function) can be
perceived in the frame in
image 106.
In the analysis that followed,
looking at the meeting point
between body and textiles
gave an expression of the
layers overlapping with each
other through interlocking.
I was interlocking the
fabric using myself as an
‘interlocker’.

Image 106,
photo series.
The red frame
in the middle
shows a
reference to
a pocket and
the photo in
the bottom
red frame
shows more
of a fabric
interlocking
each
otherAuthors
photos

Experiment not
taken further at
this state
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2nd part of degree project
development
Introduction of interlocking as a method
for garment construction.
From this point on, the vertical hanging
textile surface was removed and new
method was introduced developing from
previous method. The process absented
from the secnario and became more
focused on the garment and dressing
through interlocking
9th experiment
Untitled
This was an unstructured experimentation. I used
material that happened to be accessible and chose
the first thing that could be used to trace a hole,
this being a trash can. Holes were cut in two
layers and then attached (see sketch on image 107
and 108). By having in total 5 holes of equal size
I could dress it in different ways (see image 109).
The way of dressing was such that it was dressed
in many different ways as seen on image 109.
Conclusion: The experiment was successful in the
sense that the method of garment construction
could be further developed, but this experiment
had distant from the aim of using the body as an
important element of the construction.
The method as well as the outcome were
interesting but there was a logic missing. There
was no specific logic to the location of holes nor
to how interlocking was used to dress. But the
experiment resulted in some interesting shapes
and architectural structure.

Image 107 and 108.
Sketches of how the holes
were constructed and the
cut that had to be made to
attach the two layers woth
seam. Authors photos.

Discussion: In this experiment I was working
with the perception of a dress but that made me
wonder what makes a dress? What constitutes
the boundaries between a dress and for example
a shirt? These questions must be put aside for
another project.

Experiment
further
explored.
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Image 109, series of
dressing the garment in
different ways. Authors
photos.
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Image 110, scaled up serie,s of dressing the
garment in different ways. Authors photos.
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10th and 11th experiment
Untitled
Same uncontrolled experiment as 9th
experiment only difference is numbers of
holes and material. See images 111 - 112.

Experiment not
taken further at
this state

Image 111, 10th experiment, Authors photos.
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Experiment not
taken
further at
this state

image 112 ,
11th experiments, authors photo
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12th experiment
Untitled
Continuation of experiments 9–11. However,
this time the holes were
situated in a logical
way as was done in
experiment 2 where
the holes were cut in
proportion to Christina’s
(the actors) size. This
time the holes were cut
in accordance with my
own proportion.
The same experiment
was performed using
three different types
of material. One was
made using two translucent materials in different colors in order
to make it possible to
follow the interlocking.

Image 78,
sketch of
the holes
in right
proportion

Image 113, Authors photos.

In this experiment the
relation between body
and textile was not as
intimate as in the first
part of the development
of the project. However, at this point in the
process I did not reflect
on the design program
and performed a few
more similar experiments not quite fitting
to the program. That is
Image 114. Authors photos.
why experiments 13
and 14 are similar to
this one and will be
presented visually here
without further documentation.

Experiment not
taken further at
this state

Image 115. Authors photos.
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13th experiment
Untitled
Interlocking of two layers
of material into a flat form
of t-shirt sketch.

Image 116, sketch of the tshirt partsþ Authors photos.

Image 117, dressing in
different ways, authors photos
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Image 118. Authors photos.
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14th experimentation
Untitled

Image 119.
Authors photos.

Image 120.
Authors photos.

Image 121.
Authors photos.
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Image 122. Very quick sketch of how
interlocking layers of material can affects in print and colors. Authors photos.

Image 123. Quick sketch exploring overlapping different colors of pattern and the meeting
point in the interlocking where the layers. overlap each one. Authors photos.
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After a time of analysing
the development a decision was made to go back to
the live size collage at this
point as the close connection between the body and
the textile was not as strong
in the previous experiments.
The interlocking through the
body had also aliented.
15th experiment
Layers: four
material: translucent jersey
color: white and black
cut: holes
actor: Me

In this first experiment, I was
dressing through a plate located
on the head. The intension was to
gain back the expression reached
in the first part of the rationale, when the dressing was done
through a scenario. In this experiment the aim was to transform
the scenario to a garment, for it to
only sit on the body.
The aim was to emphasise the role
of the hole. To visualise that holes
are the infrastructure of a textile
surface that able to dress it. Holes
were used as a tool for interlocking the fabric so as for it to remain on the body.
No logical cuts and no drawing sketches were made before
sketching on the body Threrefore
the outcome looks unstructured
and illogical with too many holes;
there is no structure to the outcome (see image 124 - ). A decision was made to reduce the
number of holes and to cut them
in a logical way again.

Image 124, Authors photos.
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The questions I had
in mind during this
experiment were
whether the holes
are the infrastructure of garments
and the body the
external structure or pillar and
whether these create
a garment by way
of dressing in the
holes?
This is the point in
the process at which
the holes started to
make more sense
because they were
able to function as
the infrastructure
that constructs a
garment without
using external techniques of sewing.
Here we are getting
closer to the fundamental notion of a
garment.

Image 91, series of
experimentation,
dressing in the holes
in various ways, authors photo.
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Image 125, series
of experimentation, dressing in
the holes in various
ways, authors photos.
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Image 126, series of experimentation, dressing in the
holes in various ways, authors photos.
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Image 127, series of experimentation, dressing in the
holes in various ways, authors photos.
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Image 128, series of experimentation, dressing in the
holes in various ways, authors photos.
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Image 129. Series of experimentation, dressing
through the feeds and the arms, connectiong the
textile surfaces in a bracelet and a “shoe”. Authors
photos.
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Image 130, series of experimentation, dressing in the
holes in various ways, authors photos.
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Image 131, series of experimentation, dressing in the
holes in various ways, authors photo.
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This is the point in
the process at which
the holes started to
make more sense
because they were
able to function as
the infrastructure
that constructs a
garment without using
external techniques
of sewing. Here I am
getting closer to the
fundamental notion of
a garment.
Result
Reflection: Plexiglas
was chosen as the
material for the
headpieces. The
reason for choosing
seethrough plexiglas
is because the focus
in this research
has not been on
the accessories, so
choosing something
that can become so
transparent that it
can’t be seen on a
pictures. gives the
hole more support
Here I am starting to
experiment using as
few holes as possible
in order to create a
garment and then increasing their number
to see how the material expression changes
with a greater number
of holes making the
textile surface when
dressed look more
familiar to a garment.
See image 136 where
a jacket is starting to
develop by means of
holes and plexiglas
only. It has none of
the external elements
or characteristics
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that usually define
it such as collar or
lapel.

Images 132 - 143
are experiments
of garments with
holes located in
different places and
a different number
of holes. The image
on the left side of
each photo is a flat
sketch illustrating
the construction.
Note that each
hole is cut with the
fabric in contact
with the body to
make it possible
to determine the
location of the
holes.

Image 132. Authors photo.
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Followinng pages shows the development of the lineup, trying out different cuts,
from

Image 133. Authors photos.
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Image 134. Authors photos.

Image 135. Authors photos.
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Image 136. Authors photos.

Image 137. Authors photo.
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Image 138. Authors photo.

Image 139. Authors photo.

Image 140. Authors photo.
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Image 141. Authors photo.
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Image 142. Authors photo.

Image 143. Authors photo.

Image 144. Authors photo.
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Choice of colour for the holes
The choice of color was made in a
way that reflected up on the logics of
brutalism. As I was trying to get to the
core elements of a garment by removing many of its characteristics I found
it appropriate to do the same with the
colors leaving the surface white. That
is, just as in brutalism the concrete
was left unpainted, here the textile
was not dyed. The only addings used
were meant to frame in the holes in
order to enhance them. For in the end
it is through the holes that the human
body dresses the garment and it is
through the holes and the interaction
of body and textile that a form is created. Without a body going through
the holes the “garment” is just a plain
textile surface with nothing but holes
in it. In these frames primary colors
were used. Some different shades were
added to these colors in addition to
black and white. These suggested a reduction to the essentials of forms and
colors.
Black body suits were chosen in the end for
the hole lineup. To keep the same contrast
expression in all examples. It would be
interesting to try in a dark room with only a little
lite and see if the black bodysuit would merge
into the wall leaving the garment on their own
but still hold

Image 145. Starting to sketch colors of the tape
that enhances the hole as well as trying both
nude and black body suits. Authors photos.
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1st example, (see image 146
-148 ) tryouts, testing, scale,
colours, frame and textile
fabric, see also next page.

Image 146. Authors photos

Image 147. Authors photos

Image 148. Authors photos
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image 149. Put in photoshop to try different colors
on both tape and bodysuits. Authors photos.
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Image 150, Example 2 with a black frame. Authors photo.

Image 151, example 2 with a frame. Authors photo.
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Image 152 - 154.. Trying different colors for the tape. Authors photos.
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Developing the collection, creating sequence of 9 examples.
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Image 155. Developing garment that simulates trousers. Authors photos.
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Image 156. Developing garment that simulates jacket.
Authors photos.
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Image 157, One of the textile surface shown here both as a three-dimensional garment when dressed on a body and as a two-dimensional textile surface when not in a
context of a body. Authors photo.

image 158. A “jacket” layed down on the floor. Authors photo.
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4.1 Result
The result of this project can be devided in
to two categories the artefacts and a theory.
The artefacts consist of physical examples that
visualises the theory. The physical examples
being a lineup of nine examples developed
through interlocking textiles surfaces. Meaning
that holes were cut into the surface where
the body limbs, head and waist was suppost
to dress through. The act of dressing which
creates an intimate relation between a body
and a garement through the method of
interlocking textile surface with holes in on
to the body, by dressing into the holes. The
garment constructed method was developed
through the experimentational process using
life size vertical hanging textile surface.
The result consist of new, more intimate
relation between a body and a garment
through dressing. It consist of new method of
garment construction that requires body to be a
part of the garment constructing for the textile
surface to be perceived as a garment. With this
new method a more holistic relation is built
between the garment and its bearer.
Even thouhg the textile surfaces are from one
layer to two layers and are two-dimensional
laying flat it does not just create front side
and back side which are common expression
within clothing, using the conventional block
pattern. With this method it can be said that
there are four sides- front, back and both left
and right sides.
The artefacts are a sequins of 9 exemples
going from abstract with fewer cuts into more
concrete. With increased amount of holes
a reference to archetypal garments can be
perceived e.g. dress, trouser, jacket and coat.
That has to do with the location of the holes,
how broad they are and the number of the
holes.
The outcome being the hole being the main
infrastructuret of a garment but for a textile
cloth to be perceived as a garment there
needed to be a body in context of the textile
surface. Seeing it without body would leave it
not to be perceived as garment.
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The result shows very clearly The role of the
hole in a garment by presenting a collection
starting with a material surface with only one
hole, which goes through the waist. Next example shows a textile surface with two holes both
holes go through the waist, therefore starts to
weave in the body. Next example adds another
layer to start cover the body more and start to
simulate a garment. Both layers have two holes
and are both woven around the waist. Fourth
example also has two layers. At this place in the
process the aim was to start simulate more an
archetypal garment showing a sequence going
from very simple abstract garment towards mimicking archetypal garment. i.e. in this example
dress, adding holes in the proportions of the
arms, in both layers. Fifth example is mimicking a trench coat, but in quite simple way not
focusing on the sleeves but more on the waist.
Adding holes again for the body to weave, here
the holes are more narrow to simulate the strip
trench coats has. Three holes are added at the
front layers, which are two separate layers to
show the openings coats have. The reason for
two holes at one site and only one at the other
side was to show a potential one could be a
pocket. Sixth example simulates a jacket only
focusing on the sleeves. These examples has
in total 10 holes. Seventh example simulates a
trouser and t shirt but can also be interpretas a
jumpsuit as it isn’t divided into separate textile
surface. This example consist of 10 holes. The
eight example shows a very clear interlocking.
The holes are in a bigger scale than the previous example and are interlocked through the
waist. This examples simulates a dress as well
as with the third examples but focuses more on
the waist part, leaving the hands to come out in
the same hole as the waist comes out. The ninth
outfit is the most complicated one or the one
that has the most holes and simulates most to
an archetypal garment. It has holes for both the
arms and the waist and gives strong reference to
a coat.

then the intension got lost and started to shift to
more towards some sort of an accessories exploration, of dressing through accessories, that
can be a good candidate for a continuation from
this project. As well as in the process all experiments were working from the whole body were
the textile surface hanged vertical from over the
head down, using all body limbs and waist to
dress in.

All the examples consist of the same size of
plexi glas and all are placed on the head. The
reason for placing them on the head are several. First it was tested out locating the plate on
several places like seen in the Design Rationale
(chapter 3.2) where the plate were tested from
waist down working than only with the legs. It
was also tested from arms, legs and neck, but
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1
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1

143

1
Description:
One side textile surface hanging
from a plexi glas “hat”. The textile surface has one hole, being
representative for the most simple
example.
The hole goes through the waist
like was done in the second experiment, when I started exploring
the hole. Then the first hole I cut
was for the waist to go through (as
can be seen in the image series
on page 61). A vinil tape for cars
is used to frame the hole as well
as to attach it to the plexiglas. The
reason for taping with a colour
around the hole is to enhance the
function the hole has.
Material:
White cotton woven canvas, red
vinile tape and plexiglas.
Under garment is a black bodysuit
made from cotton lycra jersey. The
pattern was obtained from Richard Lindqvist, a phd student at The
Swedish school of Textiles.
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2

145

2

146

2
Description
One side garment hanging from a plexiglas “hat” with two holes that starts
to “weave” the body . The holes go
through the waist as the previous one.
A black pvc tape is used on the top to
attach the textile surface to the plexiglas
.The line in this plexiglas were cut in to
mimic a drape and the material chosen
for this example was chosen to enhance
the over scaled drape.
Material:
White coated pvc.
pvc black tape
Plexiglas.
black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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3

148

149

3
Description:
Two textiles surfaces with the same
type of cut in the middle of the textiles
surfaces. One is framed with red 2cm
broad pvc tape the other is framed with
a yellow 5 cm broad gaffa tape. The
plexiglas has two straight lines.
Material:
White christoff.
Red pvc tape.
Yellow gaffa tape.
Plexiglas: 85 cm x 60 cm.
Black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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4

151

x2

152

4
Description:
Two transparent textiles surfaces each surface has in
total 4 holes 2 on each side
for the arms to dress in. The
textiles surfaces are made
much broader than the cut
holes in the plexiglas and
therefore draped in to fit.
That was done for two reasons, first for more movement when the armes are
dressed in the holes, second
the drapes mimics a garment
type e.g. dress.
Material:
Polyester chiffon.
Seethrough plastic tape
White pvc tape, see image.
on previous page.
Plexi glas.
Black cotton/lygra bodysuit.
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5

154

155

5
Description
One textile surface that goes throug
the plexiglas. The surface has a hole
(gap) through the front part of the
textile surface to have it open to
simulate a coat.
Two holes are in the back part of
the textile surface that have gold
vinil tape cover to mimic a belt.
Three holes are in front one hole at
one site and two holes on the other
site for the hand to come through.
The side which has two holes
can be interpreted as a hand in a
pocket.
Front holes have white tape.
Material:
white christoff
gold vinil tape
white 2 cm pvc tape
plexiglas
black cotton/lycra bodysuit
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6

157

158

6
Description: Two textiles surfaceses, with 10 holes, sumulating to a jacket. Having both arms
weaving betwean two layers
of fabric making giving a reference to sleeve and the fabric that
weaves through the plexiglas
simulates to oversized shoulders.
Material:
White cotton woven canvas.
Blue vinile tape.
Plexi glas
Black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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7

160

7

161

7
Description:
Two textile surfaces, mimicking e.g.
bodysuit or even trousers and a t-shirt.
The main focus is on the legs in this example therefore the holes are enhanced
located by the legs. Because this is part
of the more complicated examples more
colour was added through broader vinile
tape.
Material:
White christoff.
Blue vinile tape.
Yellow gaffa tape.
Plexi glas.
Black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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8

163

8

164

8
Description: Two textile surfaces, one
with thre holes the other with two holes.
The the two holes goes through the middle of the blue holes before dressed on a
body creating interlocking.
Material:
White, polyester interlining.
Red vinile tape.
Blue vinile tape.
Plexi glas.
Black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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9

166

9

167

9
Description:
12 holes, six in each textile surface, that construct a garment
simulating a long coat with a belt.
This example is the mos complicated and consist of holes for
both arms and waist.
Maaterial:
White christoff.
Blue vinile tape.
Yellow gaffa tape.
Plexiglas.
Black cotton/lycra bodysuit.
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4.2. Presentation
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4.2.
Presentation
The nine artefacts presented as result in these
theses are presented in a collection of nine
examples.
The artefacts can be interpreted as visualisation
of the problem rather than seeking answers or
solving the problem. Biggs (2002) argues that
a problem can be a motivation: “most creative
activity seeks to problematize that which is
familiar, or to raise questions or issues rather
than to answer them” The beginning approach
to this project to problematize the existing
garment construction and the relationship
between body and a garment. Along the way an
answer or a solving was found in both; a theory
was constructed, that the hole is significant for
a garment to be perceived.

The artefacts in the result visualise undoubtedly,
the great impact holes in textile surface have, that
for a textile surface to be perceived as a garment.
It shows that there is possible for a rectangular
textile surface ,with a certain amount of holes
constructed with the body in contact, to mimic
certain garment type.
It is important to have a written reflection and
argument that empower the artefacts. Koskinen
(2011) discusses that: “the prototypes may

be forgotten, but their message lives on in
books.”

The examples were created after an exploration
of what needs for textile surface to be perceived
as a garment. There can be different perspective
of what one could think needed for something
to be a garment but in this project the hole
was found to be the infrastructure that holds a
textile surface on the body and therefore can be
classified as a garment. If a material has a hole
it can be worn on a body without falling, and
therefore is a covering for the body.
The main definition in the dictionary, which
defines garment from the language perspective,
explains that a garment is “an outer covering
or outward appearance.” (http://dictionary.
reference.com/browse/garment).
Biggs (2002) discussed the impact language has
on the meaning of words and the difference of
the language perspective up on the artefacts.
The artefacts in this research are crucial,
that has to do with that the fundamental
explorations were physical experiments, but it
can’t stand on it own Biggs (2002) argues that
within design research: “ it does not simply use
objects as evidence, which is later reported
on, but attempts to present these objects as an
argument for interpretation by the viewer.”
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4.3 Discussion
and reflection
Koskinen (2011) argues design being to
improve future. The aim of this project was
to reflect on todays approach and behaviour
toward garments with the hope that people’s
relation to their garment will change for
the better ethical future. It is about problem
solving, by going into the core of the problem
a deconstructed approach was suggested.
In this theses, the focus has not been on the
plexi glases even though when perceiving
the collection it is in great focus. The reason
for that can be seen in the development part
where the focus in the first half was exclusively
on perception of a garment through live size
action collages as well as the aim discusses
the relation between body and garment. When
analysing the development part at the time 15
experimentation had been done and seeing
that the strong focus on the holes almost
disappeared when the material had no vertical
tension, as well as the intersection between
body and garment were not as clear, a decision
was taken to transform the vertical “scenario”
into a garment for the possibility to achieve
the strong expression those experiments had
given. The plexi glas was therefore added as
an addition to the body. Jones (2002) argues
that one must be able to change the reality a
bit to create something new. The intension was
to exaggerate the reality and change it greatly
to visualise the act of dressing- the relationship
between a body and a garment.
The plexi glas plate in this project can be
interpreted as the corset of today zeitgeist. It
can be interpreted in similar ways as the corset
was seen before as the bodily infrastructure
that sculptures the body with garments on
“top”. Both are very architectural structural
elements, the difference is that the plexi
glas is apparent as was the concept with
Brutalism while the corset was hidden under
layers of textile materials and was seen as an
undergarment infrastructure. The chose of
clear transparent plexiglas was to gain the

focus on how garments hang, as mentioned in
the motive part that body itself wearing clothes
its pillar is the shoulders but in this collection
the shoulders have no function.
In general when talking about design and what
qualities an object has to have to be perceived
as a good design are measured by its aesthetic,
functions and communication (Loschek, 2009).
She also argues that, “The social task of design today

- that of fashion design as well - consists of making
things comprehensible as a reflection of their usage
and constructing them according to the standards of
ergonomics or pleasure in wearing, so ensuring they are
easily available to the user” (Loschek, 2009).

Critical points:
Because of a lack of time, each experiment
could not been explored further and
developed, in more various ways of e.g. get
in more amount of actors from different age
group, both fashion and not fashion interested,
men and women etc. Film them and compare
the differences. Specially with the difference
from young and old, if there is a major
difference between generation in their act of
dressing. Has older peoples mobility changed
and if it has isn’t important to find solution for
that, how can garment construction develop
for easier dressing.
What was not focused on during the project
was gender. Maybe because the development
part was done with female it doesn’t mean that
it has to be one.

The continuation of The role of the hole
Another direction is to put it into a context
of performance. When the garment is not in
context of a body and lies in a heap on the
ground or hanging the plexiglas from the
ceiling with the fabric hanging down loose for
a performer or viewer to dress it, a method to
visualise the act of dressing. It could also be
choreographed performance would be to put
it into a dance performance and compose a
choreography around the collections.
Another direction is to make an interaction
installation and have the plexi glas hanging
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from the ceiling with the textile hanging down
for people to dress in and observe the act of
dressing. That people will have to stop and
think, how to dress into the garment.
The 13th to 15th experiment scan be
develop further towards the commercial path
and develop a clothing line consisting of
interlocked deconstructed recycle clothes but
be careful of keeping the simplicity but at the
same time have the aim to make it become a
bit of effort to dress not knowing in what hole
the arm should go like Rei Kawakubo did with
her 10 sleeve sweater.
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